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We continue to support all of our Enterprise Investment Scheme
(EIS) portfolio companies through ongoing social and economic
disruption. In this environment, while some firms have seen
temporary downturns, others have grown. Companies’ innovative
technology, including remote services, means they can further
grow as customers adopt new ways of working.

Movebubble
Company Sector

Movebubble remains the top rental app in London and

Property Technology

Manchester due to its innovative approach. During the

Investment Made

walkthrough functionality, allowing renters to view

first lockdown it completed and launched new video

£1.09m

properties with no need for social contact. Properties

Current Shareholding

in engagement, driving more agencies to adopt the

12.8%

with video walkthroughs have seen a 13x increase
feature. Movebubble has also now opened its doors
to private landlords, offering on-platform transactions
which will become a strong revenue stream.
Over the summer we invested a round of follow-on
funding, alongside the Blackfinch Spring VCT, to help
the company execute its growth plans. The company is
currently raising investment again, to extend its runway.

Auro
Company Sector

Fitness app company Auro has been helping people

Fitness Technology

keep fit and healthy during the coronavirus outbreak.

Investment Made

a gym or running, the team quickly adapted. In the first

Although originally designed for people working out at

£868k

lockdown, Auro created home workout programmes, as

Current Shareholding

groups, such as Puregym, as well as several employee

23.3%

well as signing partnerships with influencers and gym
benefit programmes, including Gympass.
Last month the company launched a compelling
new brand, perfectly timed ahead of the second
national lock-down. Its timeframe for funded growth
was extended through a follow-on investment from
Blackfinch in March.

BookingLive
Company Sector

BookingLive serves business customers, some of which

SaaS

have suffered in the lockdown. New sales of its sophisticated

Investment Made

planned. However, with careful management, it has retained

booking software have consequently been much lower than

£812k

virtually all established clients.

Current Shareholding

Furthermore, the team has been adept in creating new

18.3%

propositions. This includes supplying booking systems for
council recycling centres and shops that have to carefully
control customer numbers. Impressively, BookingLive
was awarded a £280,000 grant from Innovate UK for its
coronavirus-related solutions, which had already won it a
‘global hackathon’ prize.

StaffCircle
Company Sector

Another company selling to businesses, StaffCircle

HR Technology

initially found it challenging to make new sales during

Investment Made

made solid progress in acquiring new customers,

£679k

Current Shareholding

26.2%

the first lockdown. Nonetheless it has more recently
delivering steady growth that is only a little below preCovid targets.
Existing customers have also found its HR engagement
platform invaluable in keeping remote staff informed of
changes and restrictions over recent months. Following
our investment earlier this year, StaffCircle launched a
compelling new brand and website. Our expert NonExecutive Director (Venture Partner) also introduced
a marketing expert to the company who has worked
with the CEO to refine the messaging and brand. With
a new sales lead onboard, the company is well set for
continued growth despite the second lockdown.

Kinteract
Company Sector

Kinteract was well placed to help in the current situation

EdTech

as its education platform helps deliver remote teaching.

Investment Made

summer term, and some have now converted to a sale.

£810k

Current Shareholding

14.3%

It supported several UK schools with a free trial over the

Encouragingly, it also signed a significant multi-year
deal with a set of international schools. However,
revenue has not taken off as quickly as we had hoped
under the circumstances. In conjunction with other
investors we appointed a highly experienced Executive
Chair to guide the team in making the most of its
opportunities. He is working particularly closely with
the highly capable Sales Director who joined early this
year. The company has recently received substantial
additional investment from other investors, which has
secured its runway well into next year.

Kokoon
Company Sector

Kokoon’s headphones and app, which aid sleep and

Sleep Technology

relaxation, can support people with increased anxieties

Investment Made

electronics company it has been affected by consumers’

£1.52m

Current Shareholding

14.1%

in this environment. However, as a premium consumer
reduced budgets and confidence. This has impacted its
sales during the pandemic.
Encouragingly, the company has been able to maintain
production and delivery with minimal disruption. It is
now moving to a more affordable subscription model
and it recently launched a ‘kickstarter’ crowdfunding
campaign for its lower cost in-ear ‘NightBuds’. The
campaign reached its target in just 9 minutes and
continues to build a very healthy pipeline of pre-orders.
This should help it emerge stronger and able to address
a wider market as the downturn eases next year.

Edozo
Company Sector

Edozo supplies mapping and reference data to

Property Technology

surveyors for the commercial property sector. Having

Investment Made

Edozo’s transactional business model was hit hard by

exceeded its 2020 targets at the start of the year,

£759k

the coronavirus outbreak, with weekly revenues falling

Current Shareholding

doubled from that low point.

11.1%

by 70%. However, revenues bounced back and quickly

Commercial property is likely to continue to suffer
long term from the pandemic. Yet when markets fall
the demand for property valuation, which relies on
companies like Edozo, tends to increase. We believe
the company retains very healthy growth prospects
beyond the second lockdown and we made a follow-on
investment at the end of March. Edozo has largely met
its adjusted revenue targets and is in the process of
raising further funds.

Candidate.ID
Company Sector

Candidate.ID delivers software solutions for recruitment,

Recruitment Technology

a sector that has been badly affected by the pandemic,

Investment Made

just started at the point we invested. We consequently

albeit with some exceptions. The first lockdown had

£627k

negotiated a reduced valuation. Since then, as expected,

Current Shareholding

pandemic forecasts. However, existing customers are

14.5%

sales have been delayed so growth has not matched preincreasingly reliant on the platform, which is seeing very
high usage, and they are renewing contracts.
Furthermore, and with some innovative marketing, the
clear value being delivered to customers is driving interest
in the product. This has resulted in a growing sales
pipeline. An experienced CTO has recently been hired to
spearhead the technology roadmap. Candidate.ID is well
placed to see growth as soon as the worst of the downturn
passes and companies look to manage their talent
pipelines once again.

Comparesoft
Company Sector

Although business-to-business enterprise software sales

Enterprise Software

have been hit by the pandemic, for CompareSoft this has

Investment Made

just short of its pre-pandemic forecasts. Encouragingly,

caused delays rather than cancellations. It is currently only

£535k

recurring revenue has doubled since the start of the year.

Current Shareholding

At the same time, CompareSoft has invested in content

24.4%

creation to expand into new software segments, as well
as recruiting for a dedicated sales lead. All this will put it
in a strong position for continued growth into next year.
CompareSoft is a capital-efficient company and we are
confident it will weather the coronavirus storm.

Cyance
Company Sector

As another supplier to businesses, Cyance could

Marketing

reasonably have expected a reduction in sales during

Investment Made

Its cutting-edge business intent marketing platform

this period. However, its performance has been good.

£650k

continues helping clients discover highly targeted leads

Current Shareholding

appeal to companies trying to cut costs and needing to

7.8%

and delivers a strong return on investment. This ensures
strengthen online sales channels. Despite earlier planning
for delays in sales, Cyance has seen continued growth.
Furthermore, for the first time, that growth drove it to
profitability over the summer. One of the Blackfinch
Venture Partners has since taken a role as interim-CEO,
allowing the founder to focus his talents more exclusively
on the product. New hires in the executive team mean the
management look stronger than ever. The prospects for
the company are promising.

Tended
Company Sector

Tended’s safety wearables monitor workers’ activity and

Wearable Technology

alert emergency contacts if necessary. Having already

Investment Made

social distancing product in response to the pandemic.

begun the year well, it then quickly developed a new

£1.4m

Its offering is one of the most accurate on the market.

Current Shareholding

including one with Rolls Royce, who quickly doubled their

38.8%

Numerous paid trials resulted from this innovation,
order when they tested the first products.
The company has also landed a huge trial of their safety
product with Network Rail which could lead to a multimillion pound contract and help sustain strong growth
beyond the pandemic. Tended continues to benefit from
several pandemic-related grants. These have helped to
fund the new development and extend its runway. We
made a follow-on investment into Tended at the end of
March, which will secure the company into next year.

Spotless Water
Company Sector

When the lockdown was first announced, Spotless Water

Water Technology

saw a sudden 45% drop in usage and revenue. However, its

Investment Made

water, and who were able to work in isolation. Consequently,

primary customers are window cleaners who need ultra-pure

£710k

demand quickly began to increase again. At the same time,

Current Shareholding

to Spotless Water’s self-service water dispensers, as other

8.5%

new users – such as aquarium owners – have been migrating
shop-based suppliers were closed.
Overall, the company’s revenue has grown impressively,
with September’s revenue more than 60% greater than its
revenue in March, when we invested. The company has
even exceeded its pre-pandemic forecasts in some months.
Because of this growth we made a further investment in
September, alongside the Blackfinch Spring VCT. Despite
the second lock-down we have great confidence in Spotless
Water’s continued growth and prospects.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Capital at risk. Blackfinch Ventures is a trading name of
Blackfinch Investments Limited which is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA number 153860).
Registered address: 1350-1360 Montpellier Court, Gloucester
Business Park, Gloucester, GL3 4AH. Registered in England
and Wales company number 02705948. This document is for
intermediary information only and does not form any offer or
invitation to invest. All information correct at November 2020.

